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Arizona shifts towards Biden | Biden prepares for
drive-in town hall | New Biden ad targets Latino

voters Why Democrats must confront extreme left
wing incitement to violence MORE said in a clip

aired on NBC News on Sunday that he does not want
to be an "electable loser." “What I want is to win this
nomination. I want to win this election. And I want to
win a general election. I don’t want to be an electable
loser. I don’t want to do that, and so I don’t want to
be... I don’t want to be someone who starts off with
51 percent, who wins the Iowa caucus, who wins the

New Hampshire primary, who wins seven out of
eight primaries and then drops out. So, I don’t want
to be a candidate who says, ‘Hey, I’m a mainstream
Democrat, I’m a relatively moderate Democrat.’ I

want to be a candidate who says, ‘Hey, I’m a
Democratic Socialist.’” ADVERTISEMENT The

Vermont senator, who was responding to a question
about whether he would participate in what he called
a “farcical process,” appeared to be referring to his
campaign when he mentioned the phrase. Sanders,
who has consistently contended that he can unseat
Democratic front-runner Hillary Clinton Hillary
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Diane Rodham ClintonHillicon Valley: FBI chief
says Russia is trying to interfere in election to

undermine Biden | Treasury Dept. sanctions Iranian
government-backed hackers The Hill's Campaign

Report: Arizona shifts towards Biden | Biden
prepares for drive-in town hall | New Biden ad

targets Latino voters FBI chief says Russia is trying
to interfere in election to undermine Biden MORE in
the 2016 presidential race, won the New Hampshire
primary last week, with roughly 60 percent of the
vote. In a bid to win the nomination, Sanders is

appealing to Democratic voters, especially young
ones, who are favorable to third-party candidates

such as former Sen
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Vibrobot is a leading developer of compact high-
precision linear actuators and drives. Vibrobot is
committed to engineering the world's best motion

control solutions for industrial automation,
healthcare, packaging, and many other markets.
www.vibrobot.com is the best place for robotics
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material and design tools, robot software and robot
parts. Browse through thousands of design files, help

documents and videos of Vibrobot products.
Vibrobot's extensive product portfolio includes linear
actuators, synchronous motors, servomotors, stepper
motors, linear and rotary positioners, stepper drivers
and robots. Vibrobot also supplies robot and motion
control development tools including CAD and CAM
software, motion planning software, motion control
software, software library, industrial robot software
and middleware. Vibrobot has extensive technical

support and services to support the needs of
manufacturing companies. Technical support options

include service, maintenance and repair programs.
Vibrobot also offers technology training and

consultancy services. www.vibrobot.com . Pegasus
Motors (Pegasus Motors) is a manufacturer of high
precision servo motors and drives, linear actuators, .

Pegasus Motors has launched a new round of
financing to strengthen its global reach and

accelerate growth. The new investment will increase
sales and research and development funding to help it
develop new products and expand its manufacturing
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capabilities. Pegasus Motors' goal is to be the leader
in the global manufacturing of high precision motion

control solutions. For the past 20 years, Pegasus
Motors has innovated motors, drives and robotics
that bring unique technologies and features to the

market. Their high precision motors and drives are
used in a broad range of applications including: pick

and place systems, AGVs, CNCs, laser engraving
systems, 3D printers, medical systems, optical

devices and semiconductor equipment.
www.pegasusmotors.com . Boom is an innovative
manufacturer of fully integrated programmable
motion control solutions. The Boom family of

products includes drives, . Boom's advanced motion
control technology, flexible development tools and
easy to use programming language allows engineers
of all levels to quickly integrate motion into their

robot. It's easy to verify that all motion created by a
device is part of an application. Just write a simple

program 1cb139a0ed
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